
“It has done such fantastic 
things for my wife and myself 
that we don’t want to ever run 
out of it. Believe it or not, results 
the very first day, more energy, 
truly phenomenal results. You 
have a miraculous product!” -- 
J.E., PA

PROSTATE HEALED!
“My PSA was rising steadily 
until I started taking Silver 
Water. Now my doctor is 
amazed that my PSA is 

steadily receding.” -- T.K., AZ

FEELS GREAT!
“Since using Silver Water 
I have noticed a marked 
improvement in how I feel.” 
-- G.O., FL

A MIRACLE!
“Silver Water is a miracle. No 
wonder most don’t know of it 
-- it would put chemical drugs/
antibiotics out of business.” -- 

M.W., MD

BEAT PNEUMONIA
“I can’t take antibiotics and 
had pneumonia for 2 months. 
In one week I beat it with Silver 
Water” -- L.S., GA

“I haven’t needed antibiotics in 5 years 
ever since I started Silver Water” -- H.P., 
FL

Nature’s “pathogen assassin” rids your 
body of disease-causing microbes on 
contact ... with no doctor ... no drugs!
If you’re sick and tired of feeling 
sick and tired, what you’re about to 
discover will totally change your life.

The secret to ending all your health 
problems is just 1 oz. per day of 
incredible Silver Water.

Amazing Relief For So Many 
Health Problems!

Your environment is crawling with 
bacteria, viruses, fungi, molds and 
parasites. 

When these invaders enter your body 
they hijack your organs, suck up your 
body fluids, feed off your tissues and 
fill you with their waste.

That’s the real reason you experience 
pain, fatigue, disease, health problems 
and disabilities.

And most of the time, these pathogens 
are totally immune to antibiotics. So 
you’re left to suffer aches, pains, and 

illness ... often for months or years.

Fortunately Silver Water quickly and 
safely destroys all the microscopic 
invaders that make you sick and feel 
more happy, energized and healthy 
than you have in a long time!

Long Lost Formula Proven To 
Heal For Over 130 Years!

Hundreds of studies confirm that tiny 
particles of pure silver spell death for 
virtually all disease-causing microbes.

Silver essentially suffocates these 
invaders by disabling the enzyme 
that they need to metabolize oxygen 
(breathe).

To save money, most commercial 
silver solutions are made using 
chemicals that do not enable the silver 
particles to be fully absorbed by your 
body.

Only Silver Water is made according 
to the original “lightning-rod” 
formula that ensures perfect safety 
and effectiveness that you’ll feel in 
just days.

No matter what health problems 
you’re struggling with Silver Water  
is guaranteed to bring relief 
or your money back.

Silver Water   
Item #18 $35.00

We recommend using 
with UltraZyme Plus for 
maximum relief.

100% Money Back Guarantee                       

End Health Problems Fast                                      Silver wAter
Destroy microscopic invaders and get fast relief from:   q Pain  q Aches  q Bloating  q Gas   
q Pneumonia  q Sinus Infections  q Colds  q Sore Throat  q Flu  q Viral Infections  q Allergies  q Hay Fever  
q Ulcers  q Chronic Fatigue  q Enlarged Prostate  q Gum Disease  q Bladder Infections  q Arthritis

DOCTORS RAVE ABOUT 
SILVER WATER

“It killed ... every virus tested in 
the lab.” -- UCLA Medical Center

“I know of no microbe that is not 
killed in laboratory experiments 
in six minutes.” -- Dr. Henry 
Cooks

“... caused major enhancement 
of both the rate and competency 
of the healing process.” -- Robert 
Becker, M.D. FREE SHIPPING! 

WHEN YOU ORDER 5




